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1. Notation 
a) Axes 
All the axes pass through the center of gravity 
(C.G.) of the air plane, thefr positive direction being as 
indicated by the arrows in Figure 1. 
Air axes (fixed with respect to flight oath): 
X, path axis tangent to path of C.G. of airplane; 
Z, horizontal axis perpendicular to X; 
Y, axis perpendicular- to both X and Z. 
Bod. axes (fixed with respect to airplane): 
x, fuselage axis (longitudinal axis); 
y, strut axis (normal axis) 
z, spar axis (lateral axis). 
Other axes: 
axis of lift in plane of symmetry perpendicular 
to X; 
z 1 , axis perpendicular to X and Yi; 
x1 , axis perpendicular to y and z1. 
* U Der gef.hrlicliche flache Trudelfiug und seine Becinfls-
sung," from Zeitschrift f&r Flugtechnik und. Motorluftschif-
fahrt, July 14 (p. 325), and. July 28 (p. 359), 1930,. pub-
lished.by R. Oldenbourg, Liiunich und. Berlin.
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b) Determination of Path of C.G. of Airplane 
(mis),	 velocity along flight path (path velocity) 
(m/s2 ), change in path velocity with time; 
ç ((leg.) , angle of gli(le, between axis X and. its pro-
*	 jection on horizontal 1ane; p ositive, when 
airplane climbs; 
c(l/s),	 change in gli(ling angle with time, accompanied. 
by . change in angular velocity about Z; O Si-
tive, when acting clockwise about the corre-
sp on(ling axis as viewed in the positive cli.rcc-
tion of the latter;	 ..	 .	 .	 . 
il/s), angular velocity about the vertical, positive 
upward.; positive, when acting clockwise about 
the corr.oponding axis as viewed. in the posi-
tive direction of the"lattor.	 . 
c) Position of Airp lane with Respect to Path 
a.(dog,) , angle of attaci 
p(dog.), anglo of bank	 See fig. 1; 
T(deg,), lateral angle (angle of yaw) J 
a(d.eg,), angle of attack of horizontal empennage; 
a' ((leg.) , angle of attack of vertical empennage; 
(l/s),	 change in angle of attack of airplane with 
time, accompanied. by change in angular veloc-
ity about z 1 ; 
p(l/s),	 change in angle of bank with time, accompa-
nied. by change in angular velocity about X; 
T(l/s),	 change in angle of yaw with time, accompanied 
by change in angular velocity about y.
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All angular velocities arc consid.crod. p ositive, when 
acting clockwise about the corresponding axis as viewed 
in the positivo direction of tho axis. 
d) Rotation of Airplano in Space 
c2(i/s), total rotational velocity about an axis fixod in 
space;	 also vcctorial , sum of rotational veloci-
ties	 w,,	 &,	 jL and. 1. 
= (i)	 sin	 Cp + p. -	 T sin a 
W cos cp cos sin. p.+ cos a 
- () cos cp sin p. ^	 p cos p. .+	 a. 
= [(u	 coscp ,cosp. + p sinp.) sina + (w sincp +	 cosa.] 
cosT —[ —
	
coscp sinp. +.q cosp. + a ]sin T 
= -(wcoscp cosp. + cp sinp.) coscr. —
	 ( sincp + sinct 
= [(	 coscp cosp. + p sinp.) sna + (	 sincp + 1)	 cosa] 
sinT + [ — Ci) cosCp sinp. + cp. cosp.. + Ct ] cos T.
CornDonent$ofQabout_the corresond.in axes.— All 
rotations are positive when acting clockwise about the 
corresponding axis as viewed. in the Dositive direction of 
the axis. 
cl/s2) 
•	 )	 J Change of angular velocity, with time 
)	 about the corresponding body axis. 
Q(l/s2) 
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e) LOcal Constants 
g(m/s2 ) ,	 acceleration due to gra7ity, 
ry(kg/m3),	 air deiity 
In this treatice -	 -L, corresponding to an al-f 
20 
titude of about 2O0 in (7546 ft..). 
q	 1- v2 (kg/ni2 ), dynamic pre'r, 
2g 
q (kg/rn2 ), dynamic pressure on horizontal omponnago, 
q (kg/rn2 ), dynamic p•rsure on vertical omp2nhlage. 
f) CharactoristcS of a Junkers i 35 Low-Jing Ionop1ane
(Pis. 2-4) 
G	 =	 weight of airplane	 1600 k, 
p	 =	 wing area = 29.76 ni2, 
b	 span = 15.94 m, 
t	 =	 wing chord (in), 
=	 1	 I	 i:i middle	 22 m, 
t2	 u	 at tips	 = i3E B, 
r	 =	 distance of CO. back of leaiirg odge of wing= 
0,80 in,	 S 
h	 =	 ditanco of C.G. above'w.n cicrd 	 0.42 (Pig. 4), 
	
J =	 inertia moment 
X	
x = 300 nikgs2, 
	
3. =	 inerti.inomont 
y = 550 mkgs2, 
	
=	 inertia morLont 
= 290 rkgs2,
of airplane about axis 
of airplane about eida 
of airplane about a:is
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=	 area of horizontal oi p ciinagc = 4.80 m2, 
1 H =
	
	
d..istance of c. p . (center of resu'e) of horizon-

tal ernpennage from axis z = 5.27 r, 
=	 area o' vertical empennago = -i,'? u, 
distance of c.p.. of vertical .pyp.oiinae from axis 
y5.48m, 
effective damping area of fuselage tip, 
p u (m2),	 U	 U	 U	 verti cal empennage, 
distance of c.p.. of vertical empennege from5 
axis y, 
H( deg .),	 elevator defletion when generating aposi-
tive moment about axis z 
(elevator down).	 S 
g) Air-Force Coefficients, Air-Force Moments 
Gyroscopic Moments. 
All, coefficients have been obtained by dividing the 
measured forces i kilograms by qP and- the measured mo-
ments in mkg by qPt 1 .	 S ' 
ca, lift; positive in positive direction of axis 
c, drag;	 negative	 U	 U 
c q	 cross-wind force; positive in negative.direct.ion of 
axis	 z,	
5 	
5 
= C a cos a +	 sin a, normal force; p ositive in 'posi-
tjv direction of axis Y
	 S 
C t = C COS a- Ca Si.fl	 tangential force at zero angle
of yaw; positive in negative direction of axis x. 
When tho.thbové coefficients belong to the wing alone, 
it is indicated, by the si.bscript P.	 5 5 5 
c, •nornal force of horizontal emDonnago,.
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c,j., normal force of vertical 'empennago, 
ML,	 aerodynamic moment of whole a±rplane about axis z, 
U	 U	 ti wing alone	 U 
tt	 tt	 U horizontal tail	 U	 it 
Then the subscript 0 is uded, it indicates that 
the above momenta are about the leading edge'of the wing0 
Kp,	 aerodynamic moment of wing alone about axis 	 , 
L.,	 It	 IT	 II	 It	 Ii -	 It 
'I	 vertical tail about axis y, 
EL,	 II	 I'	 It whole airplane	
II 
7	 Ii	 It	 II	 It	 it	 It	 II 
L,	 gyrosôopic moment about spar axis z, 
KKI	 fuselage axis x, 
L	 II	 it	 1	 strut axis y. 
All moments are positive when acting counterclock-
wise about the corresponding axis, as viewed in the posi-
tive direction of the axis. 
2. Purpose and Scope of this-Invostigation 
It is known that the operation of the control sur-
faces, has hardly any effect In a flat spin, so that the 
airplane can recover from It' only after a long time and 
often not at all. A flat spin must therefore be consid.-
crd. oxtromoly dangerous, so long as no ay is known for 
restoring the mormal ffoct of tho controls. 
The article on tho cOmbined lateral and lo.gitud.inal 
motion of airplanes (reference 1) shows 'what steady- mo-
tions can bo produccd.by a given angle of deflection' of a 
control surface, Sovcra1 examples arc given of how a 
spin can bo dovoloped. 	 -
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The purpose Of the present intestigatlon is .fIrst to 
deterthlne all the conditions under 'wh.ch a flat spin 'is. 
possible; and. then to determine'the' forces which cause a 
perceptIble disturbance of the eqi.tilibrium of all the 
forces and moments existing in a flat spin, especially 
the forcestending to reducethe angle of attack of the 
airplane; furthermore to compare the efficacy of th avail-
able means'and, for certain given cases, to' find a way.br 
whichan' airplane can be quickly and. safpy . brought out 
of a'dáigorous flat spi. andrestorod. to a small anglq of 
attack, i'e., to' iiormal flight. 
A knowledge of the article mentioned. in Reference 2, 
at' 'the en& of' this paper, is assumed . . it is there 'shown 
how to calculate, by a comparattvly simple metho4, the 
values of' the variables belonging to a steady spin by 
starting with the aszu.mption' that the angle of yaw and.. 
the cross-wind. force are 'small and that the: lift and. drag, 
as ell as the aerodynamic moment about the spar axis. z, 
are independent of the total rotation. In' the course of 
'the' following investigation it will be shown that the an-
gle of yaw' must be small in a flat spin thus justifying 
	
the 'above assumption. It will also be, shown th 	 the to-

tal ràtation is very' large and that the. lift and. drag, as 
well as the moment about the axis z, can no longer be 
regarded as' independen.t of the total rotation. Nevortho ,
-loss, the results of the .investigatioat. in Reforenco 2 
wore hardly changed., ovon for the case in which consider-
atiom was givon'to the offec.t of the total rotation' on 
the lift, dragand aerodynamic mQment. ' Eence,.we mus 
difterentato botwcn two kinds of spins. In both kinds 
the airplane has a very large angle of glide and. fall. 
almost vertically at an anglo.of attack exceeding thatof 
maximum lift. It is sokcn o± as a. steep or flat spin, 
according to vihet.hot' tho 'anglo of attack is very large or 
roiativ'oly small. Figure 5, taken from an American pub-
lication (reference 3) shows an airlano in a flat spin. 
The aoiod.yiiamic'forcOs and moments acting or an air-
plan'o'in a flatspi have never been dotorincd. in a 
wli1 tunnnl.' A mathematical detorminationof the aerody-
namic: fOrces and moments acting' on'an airplano 1n the 
most common case, oven in a side wind, and for any total 
rotation, is motyot possible, because of the lack of the 
roquisito wind-tunnel data. 'Fortunately., it is known' 
that, in a flat spim', the angle of lraw must be small and. 
the total rotation consists essentially of a rotation'
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about the path axis X. For this case a mathematical do-
termination of tho aerodynamic forces and. moments is 
possihic, provided, the lift and drag, as well as the mo-
ments about the spar axis z are fIrst measured In a 
wind tunnel for angleS of attack up to about 900. Such 
measuroments wore made on a Junkers A 35 low-wing mono-
plane. The results of the wind-tunflel tots viiti this 
airplane, as well as the calculated aerodynamic forces 
and moments acting on the flat-spinning airplane, arc 
given in Section 3 of the present report. The fun&amen4 
tal equations for balancing all the forces and oments 
acting on the airplane are also given in the same aection.-
The very large ngle.o' attack and. angle of glide, 
as well as the re1atively large totairotatiom belonging 
to a flat spin, depend primarily on the mass distribution 
an& on the vertical empennage and tail end of the fuse-. 
lago, The importance of the mass distribution for initi-
ating a flat spine. is explained in Reference 4, while th 
effect of the shape of the vertical omponnago and fuse-
lage tip is shown in References 1 and. 2. In Section 4 we 
shall find that the position of' an airplane entering a 
flat spin can be quite accnrately determined and that the 
corresponding angle of yaw must be small. The assumption 
that the angle of yaw must be small, which was taken as 
the basis of all previous investigations, proves therefore 
to be ôorrect for the flat spin. 
The effect of disturbances in a flat spin can be de-
termined mathematically. It has been shown that the 
fundamental cquatio.ns can be greatly simpUfied. and 
so.lvod in suàh a way as to indicate which quantities . are 
affectoci by a change in the angle of attack.. It is thus 
possible to compare those quantities and to determine 
which arc themost effective. This subject will be con-
•siderod. in Section 5. .	 .	 .	 . 1 
It will be shown that, in agreement with reality, 
the control surfaces have hardly any effect and that 
there i.e practically but one way to reduce the angle of 
attack very much in a. flat spin 	 This is to suddenly in-
crease the upward slope of the curve of the coefficient 
of the aerodynamic moment about the spar ax&9 	 as 
plotted against the angle of attack, which is equivalent 
to a sudden onlargeent of the horizontal emponnago d,ur-
ing flight.	 .	 . 
The solution of the fundamental equations is obvi-
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ously correct only in so far as the basic assumptions are 
themselves correct. This is the case, only just after the 
disturbance of the equilibrium. The effect of a disturb-
ance can be followed. longer only with the ald. of a numer-
ical integration. Thi .s is done in Section 6 for tile case 
of the sudden doubling of the horlzonta1 empennage ,
 during 
flight. This is the only way to jud.go regarding the pos-
sibility of rocovory from a flat spin. It will be shown 
that, while the angle of attack docroa.sos greatly, tho 
anglo of yaw increases considerably, at least in the be-
ginning. Therefore the accurate mathematical determina-
tion of all tho.aorodynamic forces and moments acting on 
th airplane becomes impossiblo,.duo to the lack of the 
requisite wind-tunnel data. Nevertheless, the approximato 
calculation of these forces and moments, as hero mdo, 
without regard to the side wind, may at lcat be regarded. 
as giving correct qualitative resuls, all the more be-
cause the airplane, due to the sudden enlargement of the 
horizontal empennage during flight, tips forward and 
passes int. o a vertical dive without rotation or side 
wind. Hence the results ol' the calculation are also 
physically instructive. 
Lastly, the questions of especial intörest to air-
plane designers will be considered in Section 7. It will 
be shown, by way of example, how the horizontal ompennago 
might be con:structed, so as to enable a suddon enlarge-
ment of its area during flight, i.e., a quick and safe 
recovery even from the hitherto justly feared' flat spin. 
It will also be shown how the tail end of the fuselage 
and. the difforont tail surfaces could be designed so that 
a flat spin:viould be impossible. 
3. Introd.uctioir of the Mathematical Data Required.
for This Investigation 
a) The Airplane Investigated. 
The investigation was conducted. with a J 11nkers A 35 
low-wing monoplane (Pigs. 2-4), whose d.imension wore 
given i Sectiorn.l,f. The inertia moments were deter-
mined mathematically.
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b) Available Wind.-Tunnel Data 
All the neasurements were made in the G. ttingen wind 
tunnel on a rigidly mounted. odel of the above low-wing 
monoplane, both on • the whole airplane and. on the wing 
alonO. The angle of attack a was ared between _200 
and +900. The lateral angle T was kept at 0 0 . In:gen_ 
oral the elevator and rudderroraained. in tho noura1po-
sition,. measureonts being made with an elevator dis-
placement	 H Of±10° only at small angles ofatack. 
Iioasuremoiits wore made of the lift and. drag and. of 
the moment. about the loading edge of the wing. .Tho lift 
.and•d.rag were dividd by qF and the loading-edge moment 
by. qPt1 ., thus: obtaining thbspoctivo absoluto or non 
dimensional coefficients. In Figure 6 the..lift -and. drag 
coefficients are plotted, against the angle of attack, 
both for the whole airplane and also for the wing ai.oie-. 
In Figure 7 the coefficient of the 1eading-ed.ge.ioment is 
plotted. against the angle of attack with the elevatr... 
displacement as parameter	 . 
c) Aerod.ynamic Forces and Iioments Acting on 
an Airplane in a Flat Spin 
All the forces and. moments depend. essentially on the 
angle of attack a, the lateral angle (angle of yaw) i 
and on the total rotation ç, whose componon.ts about the 
air axes are representedby tho equations: 
Path axis X,
T2 x = w sin (p + L - r sin a	 (1) 
Lift axis y1 
•	 WOOS (p COS tL + cp sin L + 1', cos a	 (2) 
Axis z +Xandy1 ,	 .	 • 
= - w cos (p sin	 ±	 cos	 + ,	 '	 (3)
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Any accurate determination of the aerodynamic forces 
and moments acting on ai aii'lane with a side wind and a 
given rotation is generally impossible, duo to the lack 
of the requisite wind-tunnel data, but ia quite .poosiblo 
:±t. spin.	 - 
A 'flat sin is
	 very stcop, nearly stody spiral 
flight in which tho fuselage is almost horizontal. For 
such a flight case the angle of attack is according].y 
vory large añdtho anglo of'glido is approximately -90°. 
(Fig, 5.) 
Sinco, according to Section. 4, tho :. anglo of yaw must 
be small in a flat spin and can therefore exert hardly 
any influence on the aerodynamic forces and moments at 
the corresponding large angles of attack, and since, inoro-
over, according to equations (1) to (3),:.th components 
and	 of the resultant rotation	 are very 
small in comparison with the component c, all the aero-
dynamic forces and moments acting or. the airplane depend 
chiefly on tho anglo of attack a and. on the rotation 
x about the path axis, They can be calculated when 
they have not becn.detorm1nodby wind-tunno.Itests, 
As mOntionccl cbove (3,b) the rosult of the wind-
tunnel tests cover only the coefficients of lift, drag 
and loading-edge moment in terms of the anglo of attack, 
The corresppnding values arising from the rotation about 
the path axis, as well as thq . newly added cross-wind. 
force and. the moments ..about tho i'usolago and. strut axes 
(x and y) , must be calcu:latod, 
In a flat spin the cross-wind force is negligible in 
comparison with the lift and. drag. By cross-wind force 
with the coefficient Cq is meant a force in .tho. direc-
tion... of the axis z
	
porpondicular to the path axis X 
and t.e tho lift ais y1 . In a flat spin it is produced. 
chiefly by the fusolago and. vertical empennage which, duo 
to tho rotation	 are exposed. to a lateral air cur-
rent,	 . 
Assuming the forces acting on the fusolago and vor-
tical emponnago to be combined thto a single forco and 
designating the coefficient of their components in the 
direction of tho spar axis z by . c, the correspond-
ing: dyianic pressure by q' and the. correspndig area 
by.	 I, .
	
then have, according to Figure 8,
1	 N,A.C,&,'Tochnica]. Moiorand.uraNp,,6?9 
C 0	 LL_.cL! ca t. aos r. 
Sinc	 Pt/P is alv7ays2all and qt/	 novor oc-
ceod 2, it follows that Cq IS nogligiblo in coDarisor. 
with the lift and. drag, oven for large vr'.lucs of c' 
and: zero angle of yaw. 
The lift and drag produced. by tho othorparts of the 
airplane arc hardly aff. ectoa. by tho rotatton	 abo:t 
the path ai.s, Por any given rotation
	 x the cOrrê-
sponding values of the wing.lono arc: 
2 2 j [C	 (a ±&) co t + 
•
+c Ca+a)sina]---triz 
•	 F. 
2 
=	 I [c , (cc +Lct) cosLct-
b
- c	 ( + za) sin taJ -----i-- t d. z ap 
zQx 
where. /a = 57.3 arc tan	
. 
The values. Cap and. c, 
aDplicablo. only to the wine at rest, were derived. fron 
Figure 3, 
• In Pigure.9, Ca	 C	 are plotted against a 
and. - • At the large values of -
	 for the flat 2v	 2v 
spin, the corresponding lift and. drag coefficients for 
the stationary wing are considerably altered., (Refer-
ence 5.) 
If the cóofficlontc of lift and drag for the wing 
alone are subtractod. fror.i tho correspondin coefficients 
±or the whole airplane at the same angle of attack (fig. 
6) and. the resulting values ar added to those plotted in 
Figure 9, the lift and. drag coéfficients arc obtained for 
the whole airplane, as plotted, in Figure 10 against a 
and.
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A knowledge of tho moments about the spar axis z 
is necessary for spin investigations. Those moments;ar'Q' 
therefore detormiiiodfrom the corresponding mOasUrQd'Iup-;; 
monts about the leading' edge of the wing as follows, 	 ':' 
Let M	 bo the coofficiont of the' .orodynami, mo-

mont about the loading edge , 'for the wing a'lono aiid 
the corresponding coefficient for the whole airp1:ane: 
Then MT - M-	 yio].ds the coefficient M	 of the mo-
mont about the loading edge of tho wing produced chiefly 
bythe horizontal ompenn'go. ' 
If wo draw a vertical line from the C.G. 0 'th air-
plane to the plane of" 'the wing chord and designate the 
distance of its bottompoint from the leading'odg o the 
wing . and from the c,.of the horizontal empennago by ,r 
and 1,, rospoctivoly, wo obtain for the coefficient MH 
of the moment about the spar axis, as produced by the 
horizontal omponnago,
1H 
= r+i j (ML * Mp) 
In Figure	 is plottod against the aigo of ttack
a.
The momont about tho spar axis z is derived from 
the coefficient .Mp	 of the. corroponding moment about 
the leading edge due to the wing alone by the formula 
h 
h being. the vertical distance from the C.G. of the air-
plane to the plane of the wing chord and c 	 and ct 
the respective coefficients of the normal and. tangonti]. 
forces of the wing alono. In Figure 12 these coeffi-
cients are plotted against the angle of attack 
The addition of M	 and	 yields the coOfficient
ML of the aorod.ynamic noment about the spar axis for the 
whole airplane. These coefficients are plotted against 
the angle of attack in Figure Ii. So long as tho dis-
tance r is approximately O.36t 1 , as for the airplane 
investigated,, the moment about the spar axis produced by
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tho wing alone is small in comparison with the corro-
sponcling inonient of the horizontal emponnage at'the 
largo anglo of attack belonging to the flat spin,. 
At large angles of attack of the, flat spin, the 
moment prod.ucod. by the wing alone abOut the spar axis, 
z, 1ue to a rotation	 about thopat.h axis X, is 
hardly changed.,	 ,.	 .: 
Designating the coefficient of the nbrm1 component 
of the total aorod.ynaraic force . acttnon the horizontal 
omponnago by CflH, the corresponding. d.ynmio pressure by 
the area of the horizontal omponnago:by	 H and tho
distance botoon the c.p. of tho aerodynamic force and. 
tho spar axis 'by 1E'
	
the. coefficient . M. •. of the. moment

about the spar axis., duo to the' horizontal empennage, be 
comos	 .	 , 
	
F	 '	 .	 ' 
= -.-1-. T- --	 ' .	 . ( 4) 
The coefficient	 is hardly affected, even by the 
large rotations about,. the path axis occurring in a flat 
spin, o that 1H dponds chiáfly on the dynamic pres-
sure q, for which we have the formula : 	 '	 ' 
4 l
	
sin2 a b
= q Li + -------
Accordingly the moment about the spar a±is for any rota-
tion	 about the p ath axis becomes 
1H sin2 a 1b x2 
-	 MH [1 + ------b 2- -
The addition of the coefficient Mp of the moient about 
the spar axis due to the wing alone yields the coeUi-
dent of the moment about the spar' axi duo 'to thob1iole 
airplane, The ' lattor is plotted against a alid
	 in 
Figure 13. At the largo values '
 of a , and	 for" a 
flat spin, the moment about the spar axis for the station-
aryriodol is considerably ähangod, 
For a rotation Q	 about t'he path axis,.. the ving
alone produces moments about the fuoelage and st'ut axes,
N1A,C 1 A. Tocli'nl6al emoran'dum No. 629
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whbse respoctit,ecocfficionts Kp' and. Lp can be calcu-
latôd. as'follows:
2 I 
z=..
b 
1
Lp;	 / 
z-•-,.
(ct± L,ct)	 t z d. z 
Ct (a + act) ----- t	 d. z 
F	 COS a 
where	 a = arc, tan. -i—.. The i"ospoctivo coefficients 
and Ct	 of the normal.and tangóntial forces for 
F 
the wing alone are taken from Figure 12. In Figures 14 
and 15 Kp and. Lp. arc plotted. against	 and 
respectively.	 - 
In addition to the above moment about the strut axis 
y produced. by thô wing alono duo to the rotation Qx, 
there is another very important moment about the same 
axis, produced principally by the vertIcal omponnago and. 
the tail end of the fuselage, whoso coefficient is desig-
nated. by L'. 
If we imagine all the forces acting on the vertical 
empennage and. the tail end of the fuselage combined into 
a singlo force and denote the coefficient of the compo-
nent acting in the direction of the spar axis ' z by 
cri ', the corresponding dynamic pressure by q', the ef-
fective ar9a of 'the vertical omponnago and fuselage end 
by F" and the distance between the .stut axis y and. 
the c.p. of the aerodynamic fdrco by l[	 we then have 
=	 (5) 
Oi the' airp'laO in question the creator part of tho 
vertical ompennago lies above the fusolage and the hori-
zontal emponnage. When the anglo of attack is small, 
the whole area of the vertical emponnago is exposed. to 
the air flow.. In a flat spin, however, the angle of , at-
tack is very large, so that almost all the vertical em-
pennago above the fuselage and. the horizontal emponnago
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is blanketed-. (Fig. 16.) Hence the effective area F" 
is considerably smaller in a flat spin than in normal 
flight and. has approximately the following value: 
	
=	
- 
C sin a,	 (&) 
in which C is the blanketed portion at a = 900. 
	
The coofficiont c
	
doend-s principally on the an-
gle a t , at which the offoctivo aroaP" is struck by 
tho.air flow. In the absonco of experimental data, we 
are using the normal-force coefficient as plotted. against 
cc in Figure 1'?. 
The dynamic pressure q' is roprosontcd. by the for-
mula	 ,.	 .	 .	 . 
4 1
	
sin2. a (b x2 
qtq[1+ _ ,] 
Consequently the coefficient L' of the moment about tho 
strut axis y, principally produced. by the vertical em-
ponnago and the tail end. of the fuselage duo to a rota-
tion Q	 about the path axis, becomes 
(F' - C sin a.) l	 4 1 '	 sin2 a (b x'2
L 1 = ----------------------[1 +----------------) J c' 
The coefficient Cn' deponds on the angle a., as roy-
resented- by the formula
2 1' b 
a. 1 = ar c t an	 ---- si n a. b 2v 
In Piguro 18, L' is plotted, against the anglo of at-
tack a. with the parameter ?. 
2v' 
ci) Fundamental. Equations 
Equilibrium of the forces in the dIrection of the air axes: 
Path axis X,
(7)
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	 1? 
Lift axis .y1., 
0 =	 v (u.s
 cos p sin	 - p cos	 - 
.-a. cosp . cosp. +S cosT sina +Ca qP	 (8) 
Axis z 1 + X and y, 
a.	 - 
0 =	 v (w ccc p coc .t + p sin ) + 
+ cosCP cin -s sin 1- -
	 qF 
Equilibrium of the moments about the body axes: 
Fuselage axis x, 
	
JXâX - (Jy - J)	
= - 
K 
Strut axis y,
(JZ-JX)QcX-LL 
Spar axis z,
- (	 - Jy)	 = - ML 
• The rotational velocities (t Q and. Q) 
the body axes are defined as follows:
(9) 
(io)
(11)
(12)  
about 
= 1(() cos cosp +CP sinp)sina +(W sinç+)cosct]cost 
-[- coccp sink +cos +&] sini	 (13) 
=	 (wcoscp cosp. +cp cinp)cosa _(U) sinCP +It)sinct +T (14) 
=	 [(	 cosp'cosp. ±4sin)sina +(w sincp+)coect] sjflT 
+[-wcosp sink +pcocjL +&] coST (15)
On the assumption that the propeller thrust S is 
zero, equations (7) to (15) may better be writton as 
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follows: 
& = -	 sin T .+ '
	
co s T + g	 -	 v Ca (16) 
• -
	
cos T +	 sin T +
	
tan a sin .L COB cp 
cosa	 v. 
+	 V [Ca sin .t tan	 -	 (cos i tan c + tana)] (17) 
T 
=	
cos T +	 sin i) tan a + 
+ c + g	 -	 (18) Y	 v cos a
	
2G cos a 
C	
- 
g 92 +	 V (Ca COB 1L + C q Si.fl t)	 (is) 
v	 2G. 
=_gsin_cv2	
*	 (20) 
0) =	 (Ca S1fl .L - Cq COB u..)
	
(21) 
-	 V 2 KL + !Y_;A r
	
(22) 
= -
	
V2 KL +
	
z x
	
(23) 
= -	 2 ML +	 c	 (24) 
4, Equilibrium Conditions of a Flat Spin. 
a) Equilibrium of the Forces 
For the case when the propeller thrust S and. the 
coefficient of the cross—wind, force CqP as well as all 
their derivatives, vanish, tho fundamental equations 
(7) o (9) show that:
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(25) 
2,V2'	 2	 2	 2	 - 
=	
G2	 -	
( 26) 
_____ 
C a	 g 
= - 57,3 arc, tan
	
(27) 
In these equations 0a and c	 are the respective coef-

ficients of lift and drag for the whole airplane. These 
coefficients are nearly independent of the anglo of yaw 
at the 1are angles of attack prevailing in a flat spin. 
On tho other hand, according to Section 3,c, they are 
largoly d.opendont on the total rotation 2, which, ma 
flat spiit, consists essentially of the rotation. 
about the path axis. This dependence is shown in Figure 
10. Taking ca and c	 from Figure 10,	 can be 
calculated by equations (25) and. (6) for any:von angle 
of attack and angle of glid.oQ In Figure 19, .
	 is 
2v 
plotted. against the angle of attack a with the angle of 
glide c as parameter. It is obvious that the value cor-
responding to any given anglo of glide is nearly constant 
for the angles of attack in a flat spin, so that the co-
efficients Ca and. c. for those angles of attack, cor-
responding to a constant value 	 can be taken from 
Figure 10. It is obvious that,	 the airplane investi-
gated,	 cannot exceed. a maximum value, of about 1.5 
corresponding to an anglo of glide	 of about -87°. On 
the basis of those values, 'v, w and. p. aro calculated by 
equations (25) and (27) and. likewise plotted in Fguro 
19.	 . 
At the angles of attack and. glide in a flat spin we, 
have the following results according to Fjgure 19: 
The path velocity v varies butlittle with the an-
gle of attack, being about . 25w/s (82 ft./sec.) for the 
airplane. invostigated. 
The rotational velocity W diminishes with increas-
ing angle of attack. For example, at an angle of attack
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of 60° and. an angle of glide of _8? O , W has a value of 
about 5, that is, the airplane fequires about 1.3 seconds 
for a complete revolution about the vertical axis. The 
angle of bank p. is about -85°. 
b) Equilibrium of the Moments 
The balancing of the moments about the strut axis y 
is expressed according to equation (ii) by 
- J) c.c2	 L 
the negative gyroscopic moment 
-LK beng equal to the 
aerodynamic moment LL. 
• It is obvious that the factor J - Jx is' so small 
for airplanes of the ordinary typo that no considerable 
gyroscopicmoment can develop about the strut axis. 
Hence the balancing of the moments about the strut axis 
is restricted to the aerodynamic moments alone 1
 These 
consist essontia1ly of the moments produced by the wing 
alone and,above all, by the vertical ompennago and the 
end of the fuselage, so that 
LL	 Lp + L'. 
can be written for the aerodynamic moment about the strut 
axis.
The moments about the strut axis are therefore 'bal-
anced,rvhen LL = 0, that is, when Lp •	 L'. The mo-
inent produced by the wing alone, which accelerate the 
existing rotation, must therefore at least equal the 
damping moment duo to the vertical empennage and the tail 
end of the fusolago.. Both moments are nearly independent 
of the anglo of yaw. Hence the latter has hardly any of-
feet in the balancing of the moments about the strut axis. 
An accurate determination of oth moments is thoroforo 
difficult.. . It may still be maintaThod that the damping 
moment produced by the fuselage tip and the vertca1 cm-
pennago continually increases with increasing 
while the momeñt, which is produce.d'b r the wing atone and 
which accelerates the existing rot.atoii, is nearly mdc-
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pend.ont of	 and romain,s small. For tho investigatod.
airplane, according to Figuro 15' and 18, a comparison of 
thesotTo momentss possiblo.only whon	 is not 
greato than bout 1,5 - i.e., when thb angle of glid.e is 
not greater than about ,-87., • Rpnco the maximum value of 
and consequently of p, is determined by thp bal-
ancing of tho mouents about tho strut axis, 
The mor.ionts about the fuselage axis arc balanced. ac-: 
cording to equation (10) 
-	
c)	 = K, 
tho negative gyroscopic moment - K	 being equal to tho 
aerodynamic moment KL. The nondimensional coefficients 
KL and. KK are obtainod. through division by qFt 1 and 
the introduction of equations (14) and. (15). The aorody-
namic momont consists essentially of the wing moment, so 
that we may put KL	 KF. It is nearly independent of 
the angle of yaw and. can be taken from Figure 14, corre-
sponding to an angle of glide	 = - 87°, i.o., to a 
value of about 1.5 for 	 In Figure 20, KL and. K 
are plotted, against •the anglo of attack, with the angle 
of yaw. 7 as parameter, for a gliding ang1 of _870. It 
follows that the gyroscopic moment about tho,fusolago 
axis' is rcatly affoctethby the anglo of. yaw.. Even at an 
angle of yaw of ±200, any balancing of the moments about 
the fuselage axis is no longer possiblO at the angles of 
attack provailing in a flat spin. 
The moments about the spar axis z are balanced ac-
cording to equation (12) 
- Jy) 2±y = 
the negative gyro scopic. moment -MK being equal to the 
aerodynamic, moment ML. The nondimensional coefficients 
ML and. -MK are o'btained.through division br qPt 1 and. 
the introduction of equations (13) .nd (14) • The aerod.y-
namic moment is nearly independent of the angle of' yaw. 
In Figure 21, M1 and -M- are plotted against thean-. 
gb of attack with the angte of yaw 7 as parameter the 
gliding ç being -87°. It is found that the angle of yaw 
has hardly any effect on tho balancing of the moments
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about the spar axis, so long as it is Toss than about 
±20°, theing10 of °t.tt.ack being about 60°. 
In summarizing, it may be said: that tho maximum 
value of	 and. the corresponding anglo of glide 
are determined by baanciig th iom6nts about the strut 
axis y; that any balanding of the moments about the fuse-
lage axis x is possihlo only at small.angles of yaw T; 
lastly, that the axglo of attack q is determined, by bal-
ancing the moients about the spar axis '. However, when 
the angle of glide .9 , tho. lateral. anglo (anglo of yaw) 
T, the angle of attack a ana the vaIuoof
	 are 
known., the velocity v, the rotation Co and. the anglo of 
bank	 can be calculatod, Thus tho fundamental oqui-

librium conditions of a flat sp in are fully determined1 
5. Effect of Disturbances in a F.t Spin 
a) Simplification of the Fundamental Equations 
On th.e •assumption that thó engine is'stoppcd, the 
suitably alterod. fund.araontal equations (16) to (20) can 
be still further sir.plifiod. for flat spi'ns, as follows, 
'if the initial stato of equilibrium of a fIat spin 
be disturbed,.a numerical intogration(Soction 6) shows 
that the path velocity v changes but little at first, 
so that v may bo considered. constant.. I a f].at spin 
a balancing of all the forces an moments acting on the 
airplane is possible, according to Sectibn:4, only when 
the anglo of yaw 1' is small, In the following inves-
tigation of the in±tial poItion 0±' oauilibi'.ium, it i.,s 
assumed that 'r	 is so small that sin 'T 0 is approxi-

mately zero and cos 'To is appro.matoly 1. 
Acedtng to Section 3,c the aorod.ynamic• forces and 
moments acting on an airplane in a flat spin dopond. not 
only on the angle of attack but also on. the total rota-
tiom. Q, which consrsts essentially of the rotatIon 
about tho path axis, If .thl.s initial position of equi-
librium. is disturbed., tho numerical integration shows 
(fig, 24). that the only important effect at first is 
change in the rotation Q
	
about the spar axis, while 
the components of the total rotatiqn remain, nearly con-
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stant. The cross-.wind force (Section 3,c) is negligibly 
small in comparison with the .lift and drag, so that its 
coefficient Cq mzy be consid.cred zero. 
The lift is producod. principally by the wing and is 
hardly affoctod. by the accompaning rotation Q• It ac-
ôord.ingly depends almost entirely on the anglo of attack 
a and on the rotation 	 about the .path axis and can 
be taken from Figuro 10 to correspond to a given rotation 
that is, to a gion yluo of	 constant v. 
The curve of the lift coefficIent Ca,.. as plotted. 
bQx 
against the anglo of attack a. wtth	 asparamoter, 
can, according to Figuro 10, hc rogarddd . as . a. straight 
line for the angls of attack in question, so that we 
can put Ca = m 1 a + n. No assumptions need. to be made 
regarding the drag coofficiont c. 
The moment about the spar axis is affected by tho 
accompanying rotation 	 in so far as an additional 
moment is produced, mainly, by the. horizontal oriponnago, 
w.ieh tonds to damp tho rotation 	 . This add.iitional 
dampiig thomentof tho hozizontal. omponngo is. due mainly 
to a change in the anglo aE caused by the rotation 0• 
On the other. hand the accompanying dynamic pressure can, 
at first be rogardäd. as' constant, because Q 	 is then 
small. The cobfficicnt of this additional horizontal-
ompennage moment can accordingly be written 	 Aa, 
in which	 .	 .
-, 
LaH	 arc tan ----i ' v	 v 
Since, according to Figure 11, the wing moment is nearly 
constant at the large angles.of attack prevailing in a 
flat spin., we can put
dMH	 j4 
ci. a	 •. d ccH 
The curve of the coofficiont ML of the ttal moment 
about the spar axis, as plotted against the angle of at-
bc2x 
tack a with the parameter	 c'an,.accord-ing to 
Figure 13, be rogardód as a straight line ML = m 2 a + n2 
for the a3alos of attack in question, so that
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Cl. L!r	 •.	 ci. MT 
--	 is coiistant and. u.o can .put: --- 	 ------ =1:12 
aH	 dcc. 
Hence
1L = 32 a + n +.	 2 Z. 
The iouont about the fuselage axis is 1ard1y affect-
ed by the operation of the ailerons at the large an1es 
of attack .Drovailing in a flat sp in. If any change in 
the shape of the wing during flight bo disregarded (which 
will be shown to have hardly any offoct -on .thd alteration 
of the angle of attack)., the buont about the fucolago 
axis is materially affectocl only by the c.nglo of attack 
and by the rotation about tho p ath axis. T 1 0 curve of 
the corresponding coefficient In terms of the angle of 
attack can, according to Figure 14, boroprosontod.'oy a. 
bQx 
straight line KL =	 a + n 3 for the parameter 
belonging toa flat	 in.	 . 
The airpIaiie niomont LL about the strut axis con-
sists essentially .of ' the oment Lp produced. by the wing 
and the moment L' produced by the tail end of the fue-
lago and the vãrtical emponiiage, as expressed bythe cqua-
tioir LL =	 + L'. .. The moment Lp produced by the wing 
alono may. 'oo r.ogard.od. as constant at first. 
The coefficiont of the moment Lt produced by the 
fuselage end aild. the vortical omponnage is represented, 
according to equation (5), by the formula 
L' = q P t1 
in which, according to equation (6), P I'	 F' - C sin a 
can bo put for the offoctivo area of the fusolctgo end. and 
vertical omponnago,	 a flat spin the total rotation 
consists essentially of a rotation c 	 about the path
axis, which, at the large anglo of attack, nearly equals 
the rotation	 about the strut axIs, The dynamic 
pressure q' may be regarded as constant at first and 
be calculated. as follows: 
= q [1 +
	 .	 .
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On the contrary, tho anglo a', at which thefuso-
lage end. and. the vertical omponnago arc struck by the air 
flow, and. tho coefficient Cn' of the corrcsonding 
normal forco are quito sensitive to .an change in the ro-
tation. Q1. 
a'	 57.3 arc tan L	 4 
V 
In Piguro 17 the coofficiont C' 15 plottod against a' 
or (which amounts to nearly the same thing) against 57.3 
y • This cu.rve can be represented. by a straight line, 
as follows:
= m 4 1
 a' - in4 
in which in4 approximates 57.3	 in4t. Hence the coef-
ficient of the total moment about the strut axis becomes 
(.L j iL LL=Lp+[l+ \ v /
	
m4Q 
Hence LL depends principally on the rotation 
about the strut ax1.	 .	 - 
Of the fundamental equations (16) to (24) , sorving 
for the determination of the nine variables, 
a,	 ,	 ;	 v, cp, w;	 andz 
equation (20) does not need. to be considered., because of 
the asmption that the path velocity v Is onstant at 
first, which leaves only eight differential equations to 
bo intogratod.. By simplifying these. on tho. basis of the 
above assumptions, by developing the terms from the prod-
ucts of several variables into a Taylor sOrios, only the 
first terms of which are considored and., lastly, by neg-
lecting the terms which are small in comparison with the 
others, we obtained. tho following eight differential 
oquatlons of the first order:
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a a ct+b 1 T+c 1 +f1 (28) 
7 = a2 a. +d.2 Q +e2C+f2 (29) 
a3 a +03	 2 +d3 X+03 Q7+f3 (30) 
= a4 c +C4 i2 +04 +f (31) 
= 0 c±f5 (32) 
'= a6 +b 6 I	 Q+ +f6 +g6 j.t+h6
 9 (33) 
(P	 = a 7 a +f7+g7 p.+h	 P (34) 
C')	 = as. +f+g	 p.+he (P (35)
E quations (28) to (32) no longer contain the quantities. 
(P and w, so that a separation of the variables is 
possible, and. equations (33) to (35) no longer need. to be 
considered in calculating the ospocially important change 
in the anglo of attack a. 
Te coefficients in equations (28) to (32) have tho 
following valuos: 
ai = - 
= - 
= 1 
-	 'YPv f]• - -.	 n 
-	 2G 
a =
c0s2 a0 
= tan a.. 
02l 
-. ;0
2
cos a0 
.2	 t]• 
a3= -----i;- m 
j T • A•1• Technical Memorandum N 0 . .629.	 2? 
Y F ti l V C3 =	 ;;------;--- m2
0 
a3 = _:_.z ç 
Jz 
C3 =
•V
3.	 VX 
3.3 ----------	 - 
2	 0	 X0 X0 
V 2 F t1 
a4 = -
	
m 
c =
	
40 
_;! 
J -J	 9y/.2pt 
f 4 = -
	 i;	 )y	
-	
23.3 
'Y F" 1. V2	 (it Yo" 
e = - ---;- [l + \v ,' I m 
F t 1 V2 
1 5 
= -•---i-;-- 
Lp0. 
b) Solution of the Fundamental Equations 
From equations (28) to (32) we ci derive an.oquation 
of the fo1lowin form: 
- aa - (a2 b+a3 c,)a - (bl d2 +ci d.3 )Qx - 
- c 1 c3	 - (b1 12 +c1 13 )	 0	 (37) 
in which
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'YPv 
a 1 = - ----- m10 "-' 
- 0,1 
Yv2
 Pt1 
a2 b 1 + a3
 c 1 Z - U) 0 2 	
---- in2 ' - 18.5 
	
---Jz	 0 
b1 d2 + Ci d. 3
 '	 ri P 0 sin • ct 0 (i + -.____ f 
Jz 1	
+0.3 
b1 e2 + C1 e 3	 - U)0 sin (p0
 cos a0 (i - ---) Z + 3,2 
'YPtHv 
c1 C3 =	 in2	 + 1,4 
b 1 f2 + Ci f3	 2 sin2 (p	 +	 sin 2 ao) - 2g J5 
v2Pt1 
-	 ' + 8 • 9 
	
2g J	 0. 
so that equation (37) may be expressed numerically as 
follows: 
a+ 0.1 a + 18.5 a -0.3	 -3.2	 -1.4	 -8.9 = 0 
with Q.,.
	
-1,7 and. 2
	 0.2 zo 
•It is therefore obvious that, in normal construction, 
the terms with Q, and. Q are neg1igib1 small in com-
parison with the other terms and. can be omitted, The an-
gle of attack is at first hardly affected. by any change 
in the rotation	 about the fuselage axis, which might, 
e.g., bo forcibly produced by changing the shape of the 
wing during flight. According to equation (32.), thoo-
tation	 can be exprossed. by thoforrnula 
+ .(Q 0 +	 + . (Q	 s - f5 ) t, 
so that, by using this value, the fo11ów.ng nonhomogene-
r-) 
I	 .'% 
= 1----- + 
• cos a0) 
(V . P t 1 V2'\2 
r =
ry p t1 7 2 _____ 
2g:J
	 ____
±
(38) 
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ous d.ifferentia]. equo.tion of the second. order is obtainod. 
for a.
	
a -a1	 q ar t + s. 
The damping is so slight that it does not need. to be con-
sidorod. at the boginxiing 0 Honco oscil1ation cots in 
about • a moan position which changes with time, At the 
beginning (as we shall see), this is in thoroughlyaat-
	
isfactory accord. with	 numerical intojration carriod. out 
as accurately as pos.blc. The solutionis derived, from 
the initial condit.ons and., the' constants q., i and. e of 
the differential ouation with the following values: 
Pu i f	
-.	
2 
	
+ -;T:- Cl +
	
] Qyo NOJJ
	
(39) 
c2.	 2	 . 'Yv 2 Pt 1	 ___ 
B	
:o	 o	
ffl2]	 (0) 
This. form of the d.ifforontial equation and. its solution 
is very cssontial,bocauso it indicates the moans by 
ihich :tho' angle of attack can be sufficiently rcd.uc'odto 
onablo rocovôry from the dangerous condition, ' Prprn this 
solution.. we can dotormino what quantities are really in-
volved.. . 
If we refrain from altering the wing and. the irrertia 
moments during the spin, then m 20 ,' n	 and m 40 are 
the only quantities remaining in equations (38) to (40), 
which enable the pilot to change the angle of attack.
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6, Danger of tho Plat.Spin 
The elimination of danger froraa flat spin is synon-
ymous with the determination of tho effect of measures 
for disturbing it and for restoring the airplane to nor-
mal flight at a small angle of attack,. 
It has alroad.y been stated in Section 5 that the 
only practicable.way to change the anglo of attock is to 
altar tho.quantitios m20 , n 20 and m40 , The quanti-
tics •m2 0 and.. n20 indicitto only the slope or parallel 
displacement of the straight lines roprosonting the 
curve of tho coofficiont corr-ospond.ing to the moment 
about the spar axis, as plotted against the angle of at-
tack according to Figure 13.Lkowiso, m 4 indictos 
only the slope of the straight lines which represent the 
curve 0±' the normal force orresponding to the fusolago 
end. and. the vortial ornpcnnago as plotted, against the an-
glo of attack according to Figure 1'?. Figure 22 repre-
sents the beginning of the oscillation prod.uced by doub-
ling the valuo
	 fl120, n2 0 and	 corrospond.ing to 
the state of equilibrium, The anglo of attack is but 
slightly roduced. by a parallel displacement of the moment 
line corresponding to the doubling of fl20, which might 
perhaps be attainodr oxtromo pressures. Aileron and 
rudder deflections do not enter into equations (38) and. 
(40) and consoquontly have nothing to do with tho ques-
tion of rodu.ng the angle of attack, This again con-
firms tho fact that those controls.have almost no affect 
in a flat spin. Even thedoubling of m4 0 , which, as 
shown by a marc thorough investigation, might be ôt 
tamed, by doubling the area of the vertical omponnago, 
affects only a slight change in the anglo of attack. 
The groatost change is effocted., .ccording to Fguro 2?, 
by doubling	 According to equation (4) tho cobffi-
dent HE of the moment of the horizontal empennage 
about the spar axis can be represented 'o r the formula 
CflH .q11 H 
H = --------------q P t1 
in which
q [1 + __ f,_
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So long as the rotationS x about the path ad. s does not 
ch'angonuch,	 remains nearly constant, The coeffi-
cient	 of the normal forco on the horizontal ompon-
nago depends not only on the angle of attack, but also on 
the plan form of the horizontal omponnago PH and oni.ts 
profile, It remains constant for one and. the same anglo 
of attack, if the profile is not changed and the shape of 
the altered horizontal empennage is similar to the orig-
inal shape. Under the conditions 
MH	 C 'H1H' 
i.e,, the coefficient of the moment of tho horizontal em-
poiinago increases with its area
	 and with the dis-
tance	 of the c.p. of the horizontal omponnago from 
the spar a±is, If, for example, the area of the hori 
zontal omponnago is doubled, the coefficient MH' of the 
moment of the horizontal omponnago is also doubled, in-
volving, however, no change in the wing moment, The 
curve	 = in 2 a + n 2 of the' coefficient of the aorod.y-

namic moment about the spar axis, as plotted, in Figure 13 
against the angle of attack a, assumes therefore very 
nearly the desired doubled slope in 2 . Accordingly, the 
most effective way to change the angle of attack is •to 
increase the area of the horizontal emponnage, This en-
largement must be effected suddenly and during the spin, 
since it is only in this way that the large calculatod. 
change in the anglo of attack duo to the sudden doubling 
of the surface area can take Dlaco according to Figure 
22. Section 8. will show how this requirement can bó 
structurally fulfillod,
	
V 
Of course the approximate solution o,f the fundamon-
tal equations is valid only so ing as the fundamental 
assamptions are correct, Such is the caso only for the 
time immediately after the disturbance, Further changes, 
especially in tho angloof attack, can be dotermino on-
ly by numerical integration, This.has boon dono for 'the 
case of a sudden doubling of the area' of tho horizontal 
omponnage during a spin., In Figures 23 and. 24, the nine 
variables v, p, w, a, p., i, Qx'
	
and	 arc 
plotted agaixst the time, The assumptions underlying V 
the approximato integration' hold good. when the path y e-
locity v and,tho rotations
	 and	 about the 
rospoctio fuselage and, strut axos vary but little, at 
least during the period immediatoly following the dis-
turbance. A'most the whole change in the rotation
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then becomes :0V H0fl t through a •chango in the rotation Q 
about tho.spar axis. In P i UrO 22 the c'orr.ocond.ing 
change in the anglo o attack, as determined, by the nu-
morica]. integration, is plotted alo,i'gs.do the exact so-
lution. At tho boinning, the a In' oxiL1atc integration. 
yields almost the sarno roult as t10 accurato numorical 
intograti 
H 0 wover, as soon as the anglo of attack assumos 
considerably snallor values, the numerical integration 
deviates from tho approxirnato one. Thoro is no oscil-
lation. about the mean positIon, as in the approximate 
integration, but tho anglo of attack drops to still 
smallor values, whereby the anglo of yaw increases vory 
rapidly, at loást in the beginning. The airplane nosos 
over and. turns about the strut' a'xi in such a way that 
the air' flow strikes the fusolago alnost porpcnd.icuiarly, 
Tho resulting prossuro against the. vertical oraponnago 
and. the tail end. of tho fuselage creates: a moment about 
the strut ax.s, which turns,tho fuselage ii the diroc-
tio.n of fall', i.e., again. roducos the anglo of yaw, 
Since the total rotation also' dimi.nisho greatly with 
time, and the anlo of glide. approachos-90°, tho air-
plane soon onters a dive which.. is' feo from rotation and 
side wind and. from which' it can level off. The'pilot is 
therefore able to pull an airp lane quickly Out of a dan-
gerous flat spin' by suddenly enlarging the area of the 
horizontal ompennage, 
A diminution of the angle of attack, very similar 
to that produced. by the sudden onlargómcnt 'of the hori-
zontal omponnago, can also bo brought about, without the 
action of the pilot, by the airplane sudd.enly encounter-
ing•a strong ascending current, since it is ent'irel 
indifferent, as regards recovery, whether the quantity 
or v 2
 iscioubled in ocuation (38), Doubling v2 
would correspond. to increasing the sinking spood. in a, 
flat spin from about 30 rn/s (100 ft./oc.) 'to about 42 
rn/s (138 ft./oc.), The ascending current must accord-
ingly have a velocity of about 12 rn/s (40 ft,/soc.) to 
produce tho same effect as doubling' the area of the' 
horizontal omponnago. Such anup-curront is côncoiva-
blo, so that it is not imp ossible for an airplano to 
nose over without tho aid. ofthe 'pilot. On the other 
han, the encountering of a down-current would grcatly 
incroaso the difficulty of rocovcring from a flat spin,
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It should also be mcntioned. that an air p lane can 
also be brought out .of a dangerous flat spin.by the 
proper handling of the elevator. Figuro 22 shows that a 
sinlo strong push produces a periodic change in the 
angle of attack,.wh±ch is practically synonymous with an 
oscillation of the airplane about tho spar axis. •It is 
obviously possible, by rOpoatod. pushes in time with the 
nItiatod oscillations, to increase thoir amplitude to 
whatovor d.ogroo may be necessary for rocovory from the 
spin. Araorican$hovo . conductod a series of oxporizaonts 
on tho recovery rom. a flat spin. Thoy succoodod in 1ev-
cling off tho airIno by tho above maneuver, but only 
after falling a long distance. The pertinent paragraph 
in the Amorican report (reference 3 roads: 
"Should this be ineffective after scveral additional 
turns an attoupt should be mado to rock tho lane out, 
using the onino in conjunction each timo the controls 
arc moved for recovery. It is necessary, of course, to 
work with tho natural period of the piano in attempting 
recovery by this moans, the controls being oporatod vory 
much in the same manner that a seaplane is rockod. on the 
stop for taking off," 
7. Constructional Measures 
a) Fr Recovering from a Flat Spin 
Tho present theoretical investigation shows, in 
agreement with practical cxperionco, that thä oporation 
of the controls causes only a very slight disturbance of 
the equilibrium of all the forces and moments acting on 
an airplane in a flat spin. Hence an airplane can be 
brought out of such a spin only very gradually and oftem 
not at all. The investigation shows, moreover, that a 
sudden increase in the moment of the horizontal empennage 
during a spin, immediately and greatly reduces the angle 
of attack and causes the airplane to nose over strongly, 
so that it can be quickly and safely brought out of the 
flat spin, which has hitherto boon justly foarod. 
This result is not at alisurprising. It i6 obvi-
ously possible to recover from the dangerous flat spin 
if the airplane can be forced down suddenly to the small 
angle of attack at which all tho controls become fully 
effective. Just the fact that the controls have practi-
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cally no effect at the large angles. of attack prevail-
ing in a flat spin, is the real reason why the operatioir. 
of the controls can bring an airplane out of suth a spin 
but very gradually and often not at all. 
On the other hand, enlarging the area of the hon-. 
zontal emponnago. increases its moment just when it has a 
very large anglo of attack, as in a flat spin. Construc-
tionally there is no 1nurmountable obstacle to such an 
enlargement of the horizontal empennagc. Apossiblo con-
struction is shown, e.g., in Figure 25, I ordivary 
flight the dotted movable portions are enclosed in the 
stabilizer, I case of need they can be projoctoci so as 
to form a considerable onlargomont of tho horizontal em-
ponnago, 
b) For Preventing the Possibility of a Flat Spin 
The bost way known to make a flat spin impossible, 
is to give the proper form to the vertical emponiago and. 
to the tail end. of the fuselage. In reference 2 we 
called attention to the fact that the surfaces for damp-
ing the rotation about the strut axis (particularly the 
vertical omponnago and. the tail end. of tho fuselage) must 
be made as large as possible and so arranged that they 
are exposed to the air flow from all directions, especial-
lyfrorn obliquely underneath. 
Many airplane fuselages are so built that, as seen 
from the sido, they taper greatly toward. the tail, while, 
as soon from above, thoy are too broad. oven at the tail, 
so that the area of the lateral surfaces of the fuselage 
at the tail are small and the vertical ompennago, situ-
ated. chiefly abaovo the fusolagtip, is largely shioldod. 
from the air flowing from obliauely underneath. Tho 
horizontal eupennago produces a similar effect to a still 
greater degree 1
 so that the vertical empennage is almost 
completely blanketed from air currents coming from ob-
liquely underneath. 
Due to the unfavorable shape of the fuselage and the 
shape and. arrangement of the tail surfaces, the damping 
moments about the strut axis are frequently too small o 
enable the proventiort of a flat spin. A flat spin canitot 
always be proventodh-y enlarging the vertical omponnage, 
at least when the latter is situated. above the fuselage 
and the horizontal emponnago.
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Th.e fact that,. de'spito the unfavorable shape and. ar-
rangement of the fuoclago and. vortica]. empon:ragc, many 
of the airplanes thus conctruc.tod have not fallen into 
'flat spins, does' not prove that they are incapable of 
doing.so, 'It has boon found. that airplanes supposed. to 
be. :sp.inproof have. novort3ieloss fllen into dangerous fiat 
spins under special conditions'. 
•	 The risk of falling into a flat spin can be greatly. 
'roduÔcd by a' suitablo constructioii of the fuselage tip 
id. pf , the vertical ompennago'. There arc airplanes 
whose fusolago tips, as soon from above, are but little 
broader than tho superimposed vcrtical ompennage. If, 
moreover , spac:os are loft botwean the fuslage and. the 
horizontal empennaae, as shown in Figure 26, so that the. 
vertical empennage is exposed to the air flow from all 
possible directions, including that from obliquely ttnder-
neath, and. if, furthermore, the lateral surfaces of the 
fusolago end. and. tho vertical emponnago aro made as large 
as possibib, tho flat sin will then b impossible.' 
8. Summary 
This rôport doals first with tho fundamental data 
re quired. .f or the invostigation. Those are chiefly the 
aerodynamic foicos arid. momonts acting on an airplanon' 
a flat' spin.. It is shown that these forces and moments' 
depend. princi p ally on the anglo of attack and on the ro-
tation.. about the path axis, and can therefore either .bo 
measured in a wind tunnel or calculated. from wind-tunnel 
moasuremonts of lift, drag and moment about the loading 
odgo of the wing of an airplane mod.ol at rest, The 
lift, drag ad moiont about the spar axis aro so great-
ly altered. by the rapid. rotation in a flat spin, that 
they can no longer, as in roforonco 2, be rogardod. as In-
dependent of the rotation, No substantial change in the 
angles of attack and glide occurring in a flat spin, as 
found. in reference 2, is involved.. The cross-wind. force, 
as compared. with the lift and. drag, can bo disregarded. 
in a flat spin.. Practically the only aerodynamic moment 
about the fuselage axis is that 'produced by tho.ing as 
a rosult of the rotation, In. addition to the correspond-
ing aorodynauic moment about the. strut axis, as produced. 
by the wing alono, thero.is another aerodynamic moment 
principally produced by the .ortical ompennago and. tio 
tail end. of the fuselage. This moment is duo to the
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rapid. rotation, which it constantly tends to d.arp, 
The ir.itial conditions for a flat spin are as fol-
lows, The prIncip al moucut about the strut axis consists 
of the aerodynataic moment produced by the wing alone, 
which accolorates the existing rotation, and the damping 
moment produced by the vertical euponnago and the tail 
end of the fusolago, Those moments can be balanced. only 
for a given maximum value
	
correspond.ing to a d.efi-
nite maximum angle of glide cp • The lateral angle (angle 
of yaw) .T must be small, in order for it to be possible 
to balance the moments about the fuselage axié at a given' 
anglo of glide, Lastly, tho angle of attack a is de-
termined, by balancing tho moments about the spar axis, 
when the angle of glide cp and the lateral angle T are 
known, 
The characteristics of a flat spin are thus deter-
mined,	 'or the aIrplar in question, they are: 
Path velocity	 v	 25m/s, 
Angle of glide	 W= - 87°, 
Rotational velocity	 W =	 5(l/s), 
i,e,, the airplane requiros about 1,3 s for one revolu-
tion:. about the vertical axis; 
Angle of attack	 a.	 600, 
.nglo of bank	 p. = - 85°, 
Lateral anglo	 r small, 
(anglo of yaw) 
The investigation of the effect of disturbances in a 
flat spin begins with the integration of tho known funda-
mont&l equations pertaining to the equilibrium of the 
forces arid moments acting on the airplane. These fund-p.-
mental oquations can be advantageously transformed and. 
simplified., so as to ona'olo the separation of the varia-
bios and ospocially tho determination of the very impor-
taut angle of attack, from whidi we can ascertain: the 
requisite factors for recovery from the dangerous condi-
tion, It is shown that, in agrooment with experience,
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thocontrolshave hardly any effect and that the only re-
maining means.is a suddôn increase in the elopoof the 
curvo of the moment coofficient about tho spar axis in 
terms of the angle of attack, The roauisito increase in 
the slope of this curve can be effected. by a sudden en-
largement of the horizontal empennage during the . spin, 
The dangerousness of the flat spin can only be da-
termined by following the effect of a disturbancQ on the 
variables over a considerable period. of time, This is 
possiblo on].y by a numerical integration, which was made 
for the case of a sudden doubling of the horizontal em-
pennage and led to the following at least qualitatively 
correct result, 
Due to the sudden doubling of the area of the hori-
zontal empennage during flight, the airplai quickly 
noses so far over that the angle of attack is reduced. to 
that of normal flight. For a time the rotation of tie 
airplano about the strut axis continues, so that the lat-
eral angle is very large at first and the sido of the 
fusoltgo is struck almost vertically by the air curront. 
The fusolago end and. the vertical oruponnago then damp the 
rotation about the strut axis so strongly, that the fuse-
lage axis gradually approaches tho direction of tho path 
axis and tho lateral angle diminishes, The rotation grad-
uallyd.iminishes, and the anglo of glido approaches -90°. 
The airlano soon goes into a dive without rotation or 
sido wind. The sudden enlargement of the horizontal em-
ponnago is therefore the most offoctio moans for bring 
ing an airplane quick.l r out of a daniorous flat spin,. 
The sudden encountering of an up-current by a flat-
spinning airplane may àauso it to. nose ovor and recover 
from the spin.without the aid of tho pilot. The sudden 
encountering of a down-currant would, however, greatly 
incrcao the difficulty of recovering from a flat spin. 
It is quite posiblo that an airplane which is often put 
in±o a steep sp iii wi.thout going in-to a dangerous flat 
spin may novortholoss fall ito.tho latter under certain 
corxditions	 Hence it i very rash, simply on the basis 
of test flights, to claim that an airplane cannot flat-
spin, until it has boon. satisfactorily demonstrated un-
der all possible conditior of flight. 
• Aóther way to recover from a flat spin , lthough 
not so quily, is y the' c:orroct operation of tho ole-
vator, A single str'ong push on tho control stick causos
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a sliht periodic variation in tho anglo of attack and. 
starts an oscillation of the air p lane about the spar 
axis, Byai.tornato .pushing'and pulling in.timo with the 
original oscillations, their amplitude can be increased. 
asmuchas may be necessary for' recovery from the spin. 
American experiments with flat-spinning airp].ano.s have 
d.omon'stratod. that on airplane can thus be brought out of 
a dangerous flat spin. 
The sudden enlargement of the horizontal omponrage 
during flight, as required. for quick recovery from a' flat 
splat., can be accomplished, as shown, for example, in Fig 
uro 25. The stabilizer is provided with toloBcoping 
parts which are enclosed in the stabilizer during ordi-
nary flight, but can 'be projoctod, in case o? need, so as 
greatly to enlarge the area of:tho horizontal emponnage. 
If it be d.osircd. to avoid all possibility of a flat 
spin, the horionta1 omponnage' may be so con'tructod as 
to leavo space s nôxt to he fusolao '(fig. 26) , thus ex-
posing, the largoly dimensioned vertical omponnage and. 
lateral surfaces of' thoond of tho fuselage to air cur-
rents from all. possible d.ircôtipns and ospocially from 
obliquoly undornOath. . 
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ig.l Notation.
Figsl,2,3,4 
A, Normal force N 
B, Strut axis y 
C, Angle of wing setting p 
D, Lift A 
E, Lift axis Yl 
F, y axis ito x and z 
G, Tangential force T 
H, Fuselage axis x 
I, Lateral angle -r 
J, x axisito y and zi 
K, Angle of attack a 
L, Path axis x 
M, Drag W 
N, Spar axis z 
0, z1axisitoxandy1 
P, Cross-wind force Q, 
Q,, Horizontal axis zito x 
= 5.27 m F, t2=l.60 
5, t=2.2O m 
T, 
- U,
G=1600 kg 
F4.00 ri2 
V, F	 29.76 m2 
Fig.2
z
rn
Figs.2,3,4 Plan, front and side views of Jwikes A35 
low-wing monoplane.
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Fig. 5 
iig.5 Flat-spinning seaplane falling almost vertically at 
a midspan an8le of attack of abou-t 600
Wing alone 
Whole airplane 
C
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Figs.6, 7 
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Fig.6 Coefficients f lift and. drag plotted against 
angle of attack. 
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Fig.7 Coefficient of morient about leading edge 
of wing plotted against angle of attack 
with elevator angle as pareter.
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Figs.8,9 
zi 
Fig.8 For calculating the cross-wind force. 
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Fig.9 Coefficients of wing lift and drag plotted 
against angle of attack with paranieter 
bflx/2V. 
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Fig.10 Coefficientsof airplane lift and. drag plotted 
against angle of attack with parameter bfl/2v 
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Fig.1i Coefficients of aerodynamic moments about spar 
axis Plottet against angle of attack. 
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Fig.12 Coefficients of normal and tangential forces 
of wing alone plotted against angle of attack.
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F.igs.13,14,L5 
bfl 7/2v = 2.0
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Fig.13	 Coefficients of aerodynanuic moments about 
spar axis plotted against angle of attack 
with parameter bfl/2v. 
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Fig.l4 Coefficients of aerod'namic moments of wing 
alone about fuselage axis plotted against 
angle of attack with parameter bflx/2v. 
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Fig.15 Coefficients of aerodynamic moments of wing 
alone about strut axis plotted against angle 
of attack with paraete.r bfl/2v. 
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Figs.16, 17,18 
Fig.16 Blanketing of vertical empennage. 
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Fig. 17 Coefficient of normal force of a square flat 
surface plotted against angle of attack. 
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Fig.18 Coefficients of aerodynamic rioments about strut 
axis, produced chiefly by fuselage end and 
vertical empennage, plotted against angle of attack 
with parruieter bftx/2V.
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Figs. 19,20,2]. 
Fig.19 Path velocity, rotational, velocity about vertical 
axis and angle of wing setting plotted against 
angle of attack for angle of glide -87°, as likewise 
bfkx/2v plotted against angle of attack with angle of glide 
as parameter.
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Fig.20 Balancing of morients about fuselage axis at angle 
of attack _87 0 . Coefficients of aerodynwnic and 
gyroscopic riinents plotted against angle of attack with 
lateral angle as parameter.
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Fig.2l Balancing of moments about spar axis at angle of 
glide _870. Coefficients of aerodynamic and gyro-
scopic moments plotted against angle of attack with lateral 
angle as parameter.
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Fig.22 Angle ofattack plotted, against time. 
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Figs.23,24 The nine variables plotted against time.
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Fig.25 Horizontal epennage eniargable during 
flight. 
Fig.26 Horizontal empennage with open spaces 
next to fuselage.
